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Introduction 
If (M, u) is a closed (8k +3)-dimensional Spin manifold which bounds a Spin 
manifold W, its Rohlin invariant is defined as 
R(M, w) = sign W(mod 16) E Z/16. 
In the last years different aspects of this invariant were studied by various authors 
(e.g. [13, 9, 6, 71). It seems to contain rather delicate information and has relations 
to number theory (theta multipliers [6,7] and Dedekind sums [S]) as well as to 
physics (global anomalies) [ 161. 
Choose a Riemannian metric on M. Lee and Miller [9] showed that for each k 
there exists a linear combination D of Dirac operators with coefficients in appropriate 
vector bundles such that: 
(A) If (M, u) bounds 
R(M, w)= -n(M; Hirz)+h(M; D)+v(M; D) (mod 16)=: S(M, m). 
Here Hirz is the signature operator, n is the spectral asymmetry [l] and h is the 
dimension of harmonic spinors (with coefficients in the coefficient vector bundle). 
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The right-hand side is of course also defined if (M, w) is not zero-bordant but it 
takes values in R/16h. (Formula (A) implies that S(M, w) is always independent 
of the Riemannian metric (mod 162).) This raises the problem what the values of 
S(M, w) are. As the Spin bordism group a;?:3 is a Z/2-vector space, S(M, o) E 
$*2/16. The result on this invariant is: 
Theorem 3.1. Let S be an additive real-valued invariant de$ned for Riemannian Spin 
manifolds such that if (M, w) bounds, then R(M, w) =S(M, o)(mod 16). Then 
S(M, w) is an integer. 
By formula (A) such an invariant exists and is unique mod 16. Our proof of 
Theorem 3.1 is rather indirect. It is based on the computation of the bordism group 
AiEF2 of (8k + 2)-dimensional Spin diffeomorphisms (cf. [5]). A Spin diffeomorphism 
is a quadrupel (M, w,f, h) where w : M + BSpin is a Spin structure given by a lift 
of the normal Gauss map, f: M + M is a diffeomorphism and h : I x M + BSpin is 
a Spin structure on I x M such that h,= w and h, = w of: The bordism relation is 
the obvious one. It was proved in [5, p. 821 that for k > 0 there is an exact sequence 
and that K L, Z/16. The embedding of K is given by [M, u,J; h] H R(M,, wh) - 
@( M,f) (mod 16). Here M, is the mapping torus and wh the Spin structure given 
by h. cp( M, f ) is defined in [ 1 l] in terms of the induced map and intersection pairing 
on &+,(M; Q) and @:= cp(mod 16) (cf. Definition 1.4). R(Mf, wh)-@(M,f) 
(mod 16) is a bordism invariant on A$:* [ 111, implying that also S(M,, wh)- 
+(M,f) (mod 16) has this property. 
Theorem 2.1. For k > 0: 
(i) K =iZ/16. 
(ii) The sequence (B) determining A$;“, splits: 
A~P+“,=f2;~~2@~~~~3@ W-(Z; 2)@2/16. 
To derive from this Theorem 3.1, we further need the fact that we can choose the 
identification in Theorem 2.l(ii) such that the restriction of S - + (mod 16) to 
W_(Z, Z) is trivial (cf. the formulation of Theorem 2.1 in Section 2). As the first 
two summands are Z,-vector spaces, 16S(Mf, wh) - 16+(M,f) = 0 (mod 16). This 
implies Theorem 3.1 because by (B) every (8k + 3)-dimensional Spin manifold is 
bordant to a mapping torus. (Note that (M, w) H S(M, w) E [w/Z is a bordism 
invariant.) 
In the following we denote S(M,, ah) by S(M, w,f; h) and, if defined, R(M,, wh) 
by R(M, w,f; h). According to Witten’s formula [16], for dim M = 10 this invariant 
reduced mod 8 is equivalent to the global anomaly of the N = 2 supergravity theory. 
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We first want to describe the dependence of these invariants on h. The Oshanine 
invariant 0( M, o) [ 121 of an (8k + 2)-dimensional Spin manifold (M, w) is defined 
as the Rohlin invariant of s’ x M, where s’ is S’ equipped with the nontrivial Spin 
structure. Note that 0( M, w) is always divisible by 8. If M is connected, then there 
are precisely two homotopy classes of homotopies [h] and [h’] between o and CCJ of 
(assuming that f preserves the Spin structure up to homotopy). 
Theorem 5.1. Let (M, w) be a connected Spin manifold. Then 
S(M w,X h) - S(M, ~9.6 h’) = O(M m). 
If R(M, w,f, h) is de$ned, then so is R(M, w,J; h’), and the same formula holds. 
Next we want to give a product formula for S (respectively R). For this we fix 
a connected (8k+2)-dimensionai Spin manifold (M, w). Let (f, h,) and (g, hg) be 
the Spin diffeomorphisms. Then we define the product (g of, hgOhj) essentially as 
the juxtaposition of the homotopies, using h,(O, f(x)) = @(f(x)) = h,(l, x). h,Uh, 
is a homotopy from o to w 0 g 0J: 
To formulate the product formula we need the following notation. Let (V, s) be 
a skew-symmetric nonsingular form over Q, a subkernel of (V, s) is a subspace 
K c V with K = K ‘. For any isometry f we define an invariant pK (f ), depending 
on ( V, s), K and f (cf. Definition 1.4). In particular we can consider ( V, s)O ( V, -s) 
and the direct sum of two isometries f and g. Then the diagonal A c VQ V is a 
subkernel. 
Theorem 4.7. Let (M, w) be a connected (8k + 2)-dimensional Spin manifold and 
(f; hr) and (g, hR) two Spin dl~omorphisms. Then 
S(M,w,gOA h,C&)-S(M> w3.A h,)-S(M, w,g, h,)=~~((g”fUf), 
abbreviating the induced maps f, and g, on ~~~+~(M; Q) by f and g. 
If R(M, w,f; hf) and R(M, w, g, h,) are de~ned, then R(M, w, gof, h,Uh,) is also 
defined and the same formuia holds. 
If the image of either of the diffeomorphisms vanishes in the Witt group, this 
formula becomes more suggestive: 
Theorem 4.5. LfK c ~~~+,(M; UB) . ES an invariant subkerne~ offor g, then the formula 
takes the .form : 
SCM, w, g of, h,c&l- ek Of > = S(M, WA h,) - PK 0-J 
+ S(M, 0, g, h,> - pk (g). 
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Corollary 4.8. If_& = Id or g, = Id on E&+i(M; Q), then 
S(M, w, g of, h,&) = S(M, w,f, h,) + S(M, w, g, h,) 
and similarly for R, if dej?ned. 
This corollary raises the question to which extent S (or R) is determined by the 
induced map on &+i(M; Z). Recently Lee, Miller and Weintraub [7] gave a 
formula for R(mod 8) in terms of the induced map, if &+i(M; Z) is torsion free. 
The following result shows that this condition cannot be dropped. 
Theorem 6.1. Let k > 0. There exists a (4k - 1)-connected Spin manifold ( M8k+2, o) 
with &k(M; E)=ziZ,= &k+l(M; z) such that for every integer r there is a Spin 
dilffeomorphism (f, h) on (M, o) such that R(M, w,f, h) = r(mod 16). 
We were stimulated to consider these questions by a preprint by Lee, Miller and 
Weintraub [6] and by discussions with Lee and Weintraub and want to thank them 
for their willingness to share their thoughts with us. 
1. Basic set-up and definitions 
Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n. Then M admits a Spin structure 
if the Gauss map of the stable normal bundle M * BO can be lifted to BSpin to 
make the following diagram commutative 
BSpin 
w A 
M-B0 Y 
where the vertical arrow is the natural map. The pair (M, W) is called a Spin manifold. 
A manifold admits a Spin structure if and only if wi = w2 = 0, and given a fixed 
Spin structure w and a closed subspace A in M, the set of isotopy classes of Spin 
structures extending wlA is in l-l correspondence with H’(M, A; Z/2). 
Definition 1.1. Let M have dimension Sk+3 and (M, w) be a Spin boundary of 
(N, v), then the Rohlin invariant is defined as 
R( M, w) := sign N(mod 16). 
By theorems of Rohlin and Oshanine [12], this is well defined (cf. [5,7]). It is 
well known that this invariant is easily calculated mod 2: 
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Lemma 1.2. Let Tdktl (M) be the torsion subgroup of the (4k+ 1)st homology group 
of M. Then R(M, w) = dim,,*( T,,+,(M)OZ/2) (mod 2)=: a(M). 
Proof [2,9]. According to [2, Remark 4.81, there is a certain cohomology class 
x E H4k+2( N, aN: Z/2) such that (xu~,[N,dN])+dim~,,(T~~+*(aN)OZ/2)= 
sign N(mod 2). But the Wu class t&k+2 o f a Spin manifold vanishes (cf. [9,1.3]) 
and T4k+2(aN) = T4k+,(aN) by Poincare duality, so the lemma follows. 0 
A Spin diffeomorphism f of a Spin manifold (M, w) is a quadrupel (M, o,S, h) 
where w : M -+ BSpin is a Spin structure, f: M + M is a diffeomorphism and h : I x 
M + BSpin is a Spin structure on I x M s.t. h, = w and h, = w 0J: With this, 
f M-M 
w 
\J 
a w 
BSpin 
commutes up to homotopy, and for any given diffeomorphsim f with this property 
there are precisely two homotopy classes of choices for h as H’(I x M, a1 x M; 
Z/2) =.Z/2. We regard h as an additional piece of structure relating f and w. 
For such a Spin diffeomorphism we define the mapping torus (M,, wh) to be the 
following Spin manifold: Z acts on [w x M by (n, (r, x)) H (r - n, f “(x)), then Mf := 
[w x M/Z, with Spin structure w,, induced by h. 
Remark. According to the choice of the Z-action, different versions of the mapping 
torus are possible and are in fact used (cf. [7,5]). We chose this definition to make 
M, equal to Iw X, M with the standard definitions of groups acting on a space. 
Definition 1.3. If the mapping torus ( Mf, wh) of the (8k+ 2)-dimensional Spin 
diffeomorphism (M, w,L h) is a Spin boundary of (N, v), then we define the Rohlin 
invariant of (M, w,f; h) to be 
R( M, w,J; h) := R( M,; wh) = sign N(mod 16). 
For the rest of this paper M will be a manifold of dimension m = 8k + 2. We now 
have to introduce two invariants connecting geometry and algebra. 
Definition 1.4. Let (V, s) be an E-symmetric bilinear form, f an isometry. Define s1 
to be the (--s)-symmetric bilinear form sf(x, y) := s( (f - f -‘)x, y) on V Let VI := 
{XE V13l~N: (f-l)‘x=O} and define 
4p( V, s,f) := sign( V, , 2). 
If K = Kl is a subkernel of (V, s), then 
(~~(V,s,f):=(~~(f):=sign((l-f)-‘K,sf). 
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If K is invariant under f, f(K) = K, then cp(V, s,f) = (ok (cf. [ll, 8.41). In 
particular, if we let s be the intersection form on V:= H4k+l(M, Q), s is skew- 
symmetric and regular, so (V, s) admits a subkernel K and we define for a 
diffeomorphismf of M, cp(M,f):=cp(V,s,f.J and (Pk(f):=(Pk(f+.). 
Lemma 1.5. Let (V, s) be an e-symmetric bilinearform, f an isometry, K a subkernel. 
(4 pK(f-l)=-pk(f). 
(b) If g is another isometry with g(K) = K, then (~k(f 0 g) = ‘pk(g 0 f ). 
Proof. (a) f induces an isometry ((f- 1))‘K, p’) + ((f -‘- l))‘K, F~): (f-1)x E 
Ke(f-‘-l)fx=x-fx=-(f-1)xEK and pf(fx, .I.?) = p((f-f -‘)fx, fy) = 
p(f(f-f-‘)x,fy)=p((f-f-‘)x, y)=p’(x,y). Since $-‘=-p/, (a) holds. 
(b) g:((fg-1))‘K,@)%((gf-l))‘K,&) is an isometry: (fg-l)xEKe 
gfgx-gxEgK(J(gf-l)(gx)EK and s%x, gv) = s((gf-f -‘g-‘)gx, gv) = 
s(fgx,Y)-s(f-‘x,gY)=s((fg-g-‘f-‘)x,Y)=sfg(x,Y). 0 
2. Calculation of the Spin hordism group of diffeomorphisms in dimension 8k + 2 
One can define bordism groups for Spin diffeomorphisms (cf. [5]): (M, w,f, h) 
is bordant to (M’, o’, f ‘, h’) if there is a Spin diffeomorphism (N, v, g, k) with 
aN=MlL-M’, v(aN=w~L-o’, g(aN=fl-f’, kldN=hV-h’. 
We associate three invariants to a Spin diffeomorphism (M, w,f, h): 
(a) The class [M, w] of (M, o) in oFi”. 
(b) The class [Mf, w,,] of (Mf, w,,) in L!piy. 
(c) The class I(M,f) of (H,,(M, Z)/T or, s, f) in the Witt group W,_,,n(Z, Z) for 
dim M = 2n even. Here s is the (-l)“-symmetric intersection pairing and f is short 
for the induced map H,, (f ). 
We then have the exact sequence [5, Theorem 9.91 
with K v Z/ 16 an injection for k > 0. 
Theorem 2.1. K L, Z/ 16 is surjective for every k 2 0 and the sequence splits for k > 0. 
‘Ihe splitting can be chosen in such a way that it agrees with R - @ on ker( A ;I?2 + nifT3) 
and vanishes on the summand corresponding to W_(Z, Z). 
We prove Theorem 2.1 in three steps: first the surjectivity of the map K 9 Z/16, 
then we split off a summand of Ai,Pyz corresponding to W-(Z; Z) and finally split 
the remaining sequence. 
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2.1. The surjectivity of K L* 2116 
We recall the definition of the map first. The Rohlin invariant is not a bordism 
invariant, so we use the invariant cp to make R -(p a bordism invariant where “-” 
denotes reduction mod 16. If (M, o,J; h) = a( N, V, F, H) is 0-bordant, then 
(Ml, w,,) = d(N,, Ye), and it follows from [ 111, that sign( NF) = cp(M, f ). So (R - 
@)( M, u,f; h) is a bordism invariant on the kernel of the map AirJz+ QzeF3, 
(M, u,f, h) I-+ [ Mf, wh] (cf. [5 Section 51, and K L, 2/16 is the restriction. 
We first show that R - 9 is surjective for k = 0, and then use the product with an 
appropriate manifold to show surjectivity for arbitrary k. 
(a) k = 0: Consider (Y := ( T2, w,f; h) - ( T2, o, id, h’), where f is given by (A :) and 
w is the standard Spin structure of T2 = Iw2/Z2 (with nontrivial Arf invariant), h an 
appropriate homotopy, h’ the constant homotopy. Let g := f lid and M, = T;IL - T& , 
then T*JL-T2 and M, are both bordant to zero, and so is Z(M, g) = 
(H,( T21 T’)/Tor, s, g) since Z is additive and the traces off and id are 2 (cf. [S, 
3.41). Therefore (Y E K. 
Claim 1. R(a) = O(mod 2). 
Proof. R(a)=dimz,,T1(M,)OZ/2(mod2) by Lemma 1.2. The homology of the 
second summand does not have any torsion, and since the map induced by f-id 
on H,(T2) has torsion free cokernel, the Wang sequence associated to T: shows 
that there is no torsion in H,( T;) either. 
Claim 2. (P(Q) = l(mod 2). 
Proof. The map induced by g on Z-Z,( T2L- T*) is g* = (A i)@id, so g* -id is 
nilpotent and V, = V. 3(x, y) = s((g - gp’)x, y) is given by the matrix 
so has signature 1. 
Claims 1 and 2 show that (R - &5)(a) = l(mod 2) and therefore 
generator of Z/ 16 and R - ‘p : K + iz/ 16 surjective. 
(b) k>O: Suppose (Y = (M, w,L h) is a Spin diffeomorphism in 
(R-@)(a) is a 
K c Qpi” such 
that (R - (P)(Y is a generator of z/16. Consider the projective quaternionic plane 
p := (WP2, w, id, h) with any Spin structure, identity diffeomorphism and constant 
homotopy. Then LY x p E K: the underlying manifold and the mapping cone are just 
the product with WP2, so are null-bordant, and Z((Y x /3) = Z(a). Z(p) = 0 (cf. [5, 
3.31). 
Claim 1. R(axp)=R(a). 
Proof. (M x WP2)fXid = M, x HP2 is a Spin boundary of N x HP* if aN = MP Since 
the signature is multiplicative, R( a x p) = sign( N x WP2) = sign(N) . sign(WP2). But 
sign(WP’) = 1. 
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We denote w_(Z, Z) := Im(r) and d^ the kernel of the map A$t”,+ W-(Z, Z), 
then A iFJ2 = d^ ,“P+“,O W_(Z Z) and the maps to the bordism groups vanish on 1 
W_(Z, Z). 
We now consider the sequence O+ K L @Et”,+ 0$!/‘~CBfi~~$3+ 0. To prove the 
splitting we use a simple algebraic lemma: 
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a cyclic group, p a prime number. Then the sequence 
(E) O+AA B%/p+O 
splits if and only if 
(i) IAl<0;) andp$lA( or 
(ii) ptf(a), a E A a generator. 
Proof. (a) Suppose (E) splits with s : B + A, s 0 f = idA. Then f(a) = p. b implies 
a = p * s(b), therefore A is finite and p Y IAl. 
(b) If IAl <KI, pk]AI, then B=AxZ/p and (E) splits. 
(c) A infinite or p I /A(, p Xf(a) =: b. 
LetcEg~‘(l).Thenp.cEkerg=imf;sothereisannENwithp.c=f(n.a)= 
n.b.pprimeimplies:pIn.b~pInorp)b.SinceweassumepYb,p(n,son=p.m. 
Therefore p * (c - mb) = 0, and r : Z/p + B, 1 * c - mb is well defined with g( r( 1)) = 
g(c-mb)=l-m.g(f(a))=l, so (E) splits. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let 
(E) O+Z/m’~ Bs C +O 
be an exact sequence with C a jinite dimensional Z/p-vector space, p 1 m. Then (E) 
splits i#p$f(l). 
Proof. If (E) splits, then p Xf(1) as above. If C = ei C,, C, =Z/p, then we can 
find bi E B with g( bi) = li, p. bi = 0. Then r : C + B, li H bi defines a splitting. 0 
With the corollary and the fact that fl,“P?~@ aspi” . 8k+3 IS a finitely generated Z/2-vector 
space, it remains to be shown that 2 Yj( 1). Equivalently, we define a homomorphism 
l? : a^f$T2 + Z/2 such that the composition l? 0 j is nontrivial. For a manifold N of 
dimension 8k+3, a(N) = dim& T’k+,(N)OZ/2)(mod 2) and let (i; := cp(mod 2). 
Then R(M, w,f, h):= cr(Mr)--(P”(M,f). J? is additive since u and @ are, and i?= 
R - @ (mod 2), if the right-hand side is defined. This shows that i vanishes on 
boundaries and has the desired property: l? 0 j is nontrivial. This finishes the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. 0 
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3. Spectral invariants 
Let (N, V) be a (8k + 3)-dimensional Spin manifold. Choose a Riemannian metric 
on N. Lee and Miller showed [9, Theorem 2.31 that for each k there is a linear 
combination D of Dirac operators with coefficients in appropriate vector bundles, 
such that if (N, Y) bounds a Spin manifold W, then, 
sign(W)=-n(N,Hirz)+h(N,D)+~(N,D)(mod16)=:S(N,v). 
Here Hirz is the signature operator, 77 is the spectral asymmetry [l] and h is the 
dimension of harmonic spinors (with coefficients in the coefficient vector bundle). 
Note that the right-hand side is also defined if (N, V) does not bound, but takes 
values in R/l6Z. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (Nske3, v) )--, S( N, v) E [w/16Z be an additive invariant that agrees 
with sign( W)(mod 16) if (N, v) =a( W, p). Then S(N, v) takes values in Z/16Z. 
Proof. Since R - @ is defined and vanishes on the summand corresponding to 
W_(Z, Z), so does S-Cp, which therefore factors through &~~:,0~JZ@n~~J3@ 
Z/ 16. This is annihilated by 16, so 16 . (S(M,, w,,)-@(M,f))=O(mod 16), and 
16. S(M,, wh)=O shows S(Mf, w,,)EZ. Every (8k+3)-manifold is bordant to a 
mapping torus of a Spin diffeomorphism and S is a bordism invariant mod Z: if 
(N, , v,) and ( N2, v2) are bordant, then S( N, , vr) - S( N2, VJ is the signature of the 
bordism and therefore in Z. So S(N, v) = S(Mf, o,,)(mod Z) for some Spin 
diffeomorphism (M, w,f; h) and the theorem follows. 0 
Since S(M, u,f, h) is always defined, takes values in Z/16 and agrees with 
R(M, w,f, h) whenever the latter is defined, we use from now on this generalized 
invariant S(M, w,f, h): A~~+“,+Z/16. 
4. Addition formula for Rohlin variants 
In this section we fix a Spin manifold (M, w) and consider diffeomorphisms (f, h,) 
and (g, hg) of (M, 0). We define the composition of Spin diffeomorphisms as 
(g, hg) 0 (f, h,) := (g of, h,Oh,), where 
h,Ohf: I x M + BSpin, 
h,Ohf(x, t) := 
h,(2t, x), 0s t<+, 
h,(2t - l,f(x)), is t c 1, 
using h,(l, x) = w(f(x)) = h,(O,f(x)). h,Oh, is a homotopy from w to w 0 g of: 
To describe the relation between R(M, w,f; h,), R(M, w, g, hg) and 
R(M, w, g 0J; h,Oh,), we construct a particular bordism. 
We let 2’ be a disc in Iw2 with two smaller disjoint discs removed, e.g. Z’= 
{z E [w2 111 z 11 s 4, ]I z - (2,O) ]I 2 1, ]I z + (2,O) (1~ l}. We cut 2 along two disjoint copies 
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of the unit interval, each one joining the outer boundary with one of the inner 
boundaries, e.g. s, : t H (-4+ t, 0), s2: t-(3 + t, 0). We denote the resulting four 
copies of I by I,, I,,, r,, rd (left-up etc.), and obtain the space 2 as shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
2 inherits a Spin structure v = Y’ x v” from the ambient R2, so we obtain a Spin 
structure v x w on Z x M. To complete the desired bordism, we glue two copies of 
I x I x M into the gaps of 2 x M (see Fig. 2): 
Fig. 2. 
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(s, x) E I, x M (s, x) E I, x M 
I 
(S,X)EloXM 
I 
(s,fx) E 4 x M 
Then Y’ x /I,: I x (I x M) + BSpin extends v x w to the piece glued in. On the right- 
hand side we have (see Fig. 3): 
Fig. 3. 
(s,gx)Er,xM (s,x)~I,,xM 
I 
(s, x) E I, x M 
I 
(P, S) E rd X M 
and here Y’ x h, : I x (I x M) + BSpin extends v x w. 
Thus we obtain a Spin manifold ( W, h) with boundary components B, Bf, &,, 
diffeomorphic to Mg,,r, -M, and -M, respectively. The induced Spin structures 
are homotopic to the ones induced by h,Oh,, II, and h,. The first result is: 
sign( W)(mod 16) = S( M, w, g of, h,Clhf) - S(M, w,L II,) - S( M, co, g, hg). 
To calculate this signature, we use the Wall nonadditivity formula [ 151. We describe 
first the algebra used. 
Let U be a finite-dimensional real vector space with a regular a-symmetric bilinear 
form s. Let A,, A,, A3 be subkernels of U. On B := A, n (AZ+ A,) = 
~,EA,I=,EA,, x3 E A,: x1 +x2+ x3 = 0) define a bilinear form w : B x B + R, 
w(xI, yl) := s(.q, yJ, where y, E A, and 3y, E A3 with y, +y2+yX = 0. Then w is a 
well-defined (-a)-symmetric bilinear form. Now define 
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sign( U; A,, A*, A3) := sign( B, w). 
We will use the following lemma on this invariant (cf. [ll, Section 61): 
Lemma 4.1. (a) Let CT E E-, be a permutation. Then sign( U; A,(,,, Arrczj, A,,,,) = 
E( CT) . sign( U; A,, AZ, A3), where E( CT) is the signature of the permutation. 
(b) Let A,, be another subkernel of U. Then If=,, (-l)i sign( U; A,,, . . . , 
a,,.. . , A3) = 0, where “A.‘7 denotes omission. 
We use this in a rather special situation. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector 
space with an E-symmetric bilinear form p. Consider ( V2, b) := (V, p)O( V, -p). 
A subkernel K of (V, CL) yields a subkernel K 0 K of ( V2, ii), and for an isometry 
h of (V, p) denote by Ah := {(x, hx) 1 x E V} the graph of h. Then Ah is a subkernel. 
Now let f and g be two isometries and K a subkernel of (V, p) with g(K) = K. 
We will calculate sign( V2; Af, A,, K 0 K). 
In this situation, B=Afn(A,+KOK)={(x,fx)13x’~ V: X+X’E K, fx+gx’E 
Kl and w((x,fx), (Y,_&)) = fi((x,fx), (y’,fy’)) with Y’ as above. 
Claim 1. B + (f- g)-‘K, (x,fx)~-+x is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (a) (f-g)xE K~(x,fx)+(-x, -gx)E K@K+(x,fx)~ B. 
(b) For (x,fx) E B choose x’ with (x,fx) +(x’, gx’) = (a, b) E K 0 K. Then (f- 
g)x=b-gx’-g(u-x’)=b-guEK, since guEK. 
Claim 2. w((x,fx), (xfy)) = p.((f-g)x, ml =: 4x, Y). 
Proof. w((x,fx), (Y,_&)) = PL((x,fx), C-Y, -ml) (since (y,fi) - (Y, gy) E KOK) = 
-~(X,Y)+~U(fXgY)=-~u(gx,gY)+~(fx,gY)=~((f-g)x,gY). 
Claim 3. sign((f-g))‘K, ~)=sign((h-l)-‘K,ph) with h=g-‘f: 
Proof. x, Y ~(f-g)~‘KJo=~~((f-g)x, (f-g)y)=pL(f-gb, fi)-/..d(f-g)x, 
gy%Yhk Y) = l-d(g-‘f-f-‘gb, Y) = PL((g-‘f- lb, y)+p.((l -f-‘g)x, y) = 
CL((f-_g)x, gY>+Pu(f-gb, _I.+)=244 Y), and (h - I)-‘K = (f-g)-‘K follows 
from g(K) = K. 
This leads to the following result: 
Proposition 4.2. Let K be a subkernel. Then, if g( K) = K or f (K) = K 
sign( V2; 4, A,, KO K) = qK (g-If) = qK (fg-'1, 
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Proof. Follows from above, Lemma 1.5(a) together with Lemma 4.1(a) and 
1.5(b). Cl 
Corollary 4.3. LetJ; g, h be three isometries of (V, t.~), K a subkernel which is invariant 
underfandg. Then sign(V2;Af,Ag,Ah)=qK(h-‘g)+cpK(gP1f)+cpK(f-’h). 
Proof. This follows from the cocycle formula in Lemma 4.1(b) and Proposition 
4.2. 0 
After the description of the algebra, we have to identify this with the geometry 
of our bordism. We use the Wall nonadditivity [15]: 
Theorem 4.4 (Wall). Let the oriented 2n-manifold W be the union of two pieces W+ 
and W-, pasted along a zero-codimensional submanifold MO of their boundaries. Put 
M+:=aW+-Int(M,), M_:=aW_-Int(M,) and let N:=aM_=aM+=aM,, be the 
common boundary, oriented as a boundary of M+. Put U = H,_,(N) with e-symmetric 
intersection form, A,:=ker(i_:H,_,(N)+H,_,(M_)), A2=ker(i,:H,_,(N)+ 
H,_,( M,)), A, = ker( i, : H,,_l( N) + H,,_,( M+)). Then Ai = Af and 
sign( W) = sign( W+) + sign( W-) - sign( U; Al, AZ, AS) 
(see Fig. 4). 
In our case, N=dI x M = MII-M, and we see HbL+,(N)= Hdkfl(M)O 
H4k+l(M) with intersection form given by the fundamental class [M]lL-[Ml, so 
let V:= HdL+I(M), /1 the intersection form on M, then (H4k+l(N), s) = ( V2, p). 
Furthermore, if we neglect the “inner boundaries”, which do not affect the inclusion, 
then M+ = MP = M,, = I x M. To keep track of the respective maps, we identify 
M+ = [i, l] x M uf [0, a] x M with (1, x) - (0, fx) and M- = [a, +] x M u g [i, i] x M’ 
w 
Fig. 4. 
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with (i, x) - (3, gx’) for x’ E M’, a second copy of M, and then use the following 
identifications of the pieces of the boundary with I x M: 
N -aIxM 
= 
M+- IxM-M 
(2(f-3,fx) :G t< 1 
[t9X1U((2(t+a),x),’ O& 
With this we see: ker( i,) = {(a, b) E H*(M) 1 a +fb = 0) = AC-,-l), and similarly 
ker( i,J = ACPidj and ker( i_) = A(_,, . This shows 
sign( U; A,, AZ, A3) = sign( V*, fi; AC-g), A~-id), A,_f-l,). 
If f or g admits an invariant subkernel K (this is equivalent to I( M,f ) = 0 or 
Im(M, g) = 0 in W_(Z, Z)), the previous calculations show: 
sign( u; A,, AZ, 4) = vK (f) + (PK k) + PPK (g-’ of-‘). 
We see further that sign( W+) = sign( W_) = 0, since W+ and W- are homeomorphic 
to a product of Mf respectively M, with the unit interval. Using Lemma 1.5, all of 
this yields 
Theorem 4.5. Let (M, w) be a Spin manifold, (f, h,) and (g, hg) two Spin difiomorph- 
isms. Suppose Hhk+,(M) admits a subkernel K which is invariant under the map 
induced by f or by g. Then 
S(M, 0, g of, h,Oh,) - (PK (g of) 
= S(M w, g, 4.) - (PK k) + S(M, w,f, h) - a(f) (mod 16). 
Corollary 4.6. If S( M, w,f; h,) and S( M, w, g, h,) in &$‘, admit a common invariant 
subkernel we have the relation 
S(M, w, g of, h,Oh,) - +(M, g of) 
=S(M,w,g, h,)-@(M,g)+S(M,w,f,hf)-@(M,f). 
Proof. This follows from the previous theorem together with the fact that cp( M, f) = 
qK(f) if K is an f-invariant subkernel [ll, 8.2, 8.41. 0 
Note that the above formula does not hold in general, S - (p is not a homomorphism 
on the Spin diffeomorphism group. To give a formula which does not depend on 
an invariant subkernel consider the Spin manifold (A?, w) := (M, w)V-( M, w) 
together with Spin diffeomorphisms (f, h,) and (g, hg) on the first and second 
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summand respectively. We denote this Spin diffeomorphism by (fig, &l~h,). We 
then have S(fi, W,fJLg, hfllh,) = S(M, w,f; h,) -S(M, w, g, h,). The middle 
dimensional homology of ti contains the subkernel A = {(x, x) 1 x E HAkCI( M)}, 
which obviously is invariant under the map induced by gltg. Now take the 
diffeomorphisms (flid, ~,JLc), c the constant homotopy, and (gvg, h,~h,): 
S(@f, (5, (gig) o (flid), (h,%)O(h,l~c)) - S(ti, W, gVg, h$h,) 
- S(@ G,flLid, h,l~c) 
= S(M 0, g Of, &Oh,) -S(M, w,f, h,) - S(M w, g, hg). 
On the other hand, Theorem 4.5 shows: 
S(n;i W, (gig) o (fllid), (h,J&)O(hf~c)) -S(J% 0, g% h&h,) 
- S(ti, G,flLid, h/JLc) 
= qd(gfiLg) - pd(glg) - cPn(flid). 
Claim 1. qd(fllid) = 0. 
Proof. ,lfiLid vanishes identically on ((f- I), (id - l))-‘A = {(x, y) \fx =x} = 
{(x,y)lx~ V,}, where Vf:={~~V~f~=~}:~f”id((u,b),(~,d))=p((f-f-l)a,c)= 
P(fk C)-p(%fc)=lI(a, C)-P(% c)=O. 
Claim 2. pod (glLg) = 0. 
Proof. Let U:=((g-l), (g-l))-‘A={(x,y)l(g-l)x=(g-l)y}={(x,y)lg(x- 
y) = x -y}. U is a direct sum of A and VL:= V,@(O). We have pgYg((u, b), (c, d)) = 
P(((g-g-‘)a, (g-g-‘)b), (c, d))=d(g-g-k c)-/4(g-g-‘)b, ~)=P’(u, c)- 
p’(b, d). 
(i) G~“~/A XA =0: pgyg(( u,u),(b,b))=~g(u,b)-pg(u,b)=O. 
(ii) FgngJ Vk ~0: figyg ((a, O), (b, 0)) = ~~(a, b) = d(g -g-‘)a, b) = p(ga, b) - 
/-da, gb) = ~(a, b) - E.L(a, b) = 0. 
(iii) With this, we see that the matrix of figlLg over U is of the form 
with A a dim Vx dim V, matrix. A standard argument shows that sign( U, lijgiig) 
vanishes. 
Theorem 4.7. S(M, qgaf, h,Clh,)-S(M, w,X hf)--S(M, w, g, h,)=cp,(gflLf). 
Corollary 4.8. Zf f, = id or g, = id on Z~Z~k+~(kf, Cl), then 
S(M, w, g of, h,Oh,) = S(M u,f, h,) + S(M 0, g, hg). 
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Remark. A similar formula as in Theorem 4.7 is contained in [8, Section 81. We 
have chosen our derivation of this formula since on the way we obtained useful 
additional information (Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.6). If bdk+,(M) =2, Meyer [8, 
Section 81 proves a formula for cpd(g oflLf) in terms of Dedekind sums. 
5. The effect of different homotopies 
Let now (M, u) be a fixed connected Spin manifold, f a Spin diffeomorphism. 
Then there are exactly two homotopy classes of homotopies from fo w to w. In 
particular, there are exactly two Spin structures on Mid = S’ x M, let i? be the one 
nontrivial on S’. Since S’ x M is a boundary, it is also a Spin boundary with respect 
to 6 The Oshanine invariant of (M, o) is defined as 
O(M, o):= R(M, qid, /?)~2/16. 
Note that 0( M, w) E 8 - Z/ 16 = Z/2, since 2 . 0( M, w) = R(2 * (M, w, id, i)) = 
R(M,o,id,KlJ@=R(M,w,id,c)=O. 
The two homotopies from w to w of are then given by h, and h;= h,Oh; and we 
obtain S( M, w,A h;) - S( M, w,f; hf) - S( M, w, id, K) = sign( W) = qa (fl~f) = 0. 
Theorem 5.1. Let h and h’ be representatives of the two homotopy classes of homotopies 
joining w and o 0J: Then S(M, w,J; h) -S(M, w,f; h’) = O(M, w). 
6. Examples 
The first example shows that the condition that Hdk+r( M, Z) is torsion free is 
essential in the formula given for the Rohlin invariant mod 8 by Lee, Miller and 
Weintraub [7]. Otherwise there cannot be a formula depending only on the induced 
map f* on &+,(M) and the Spin structure w. 
Theorem 6.1. k > 0. There exists a (4k - l)-connected Spin manifold (Msk+‘, w) with 
H,k(M;Z)~~Z2~~H4k+l(M;Z) such thatfor every integer r there is a Spin d$eomorph- 
ism (S, h) on (M, w) such that R(M, w,J; h) = r(mod 16). 
Proof. Consider M := S4kf’ x S4kt’ and let (Y and p be a basis of H4k+l( M) which 
is defined by an embedding of the first factor and by the diagonal respectively. The 
intersection paring with respect to this basis is given by s = (_y ,$ and the mod 2 
refinement q given by the normal bundle of an embedded sphere (q(x) =O~the 
normal bundle is trivial) is q(a) = 0 and q(p) = 1. The automorphism of H4k+l( M) 
defined by LY - (Y +/3, p H /3 can be realized by a diffeomorphism f of M which 
keeps a neighbourhood U of the diagonal fixed (Wall [14] and Kosinski [3], cf. [4]). 
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Then by Lemma 1.2, R(A4, w,f, h) = 0 (mod 2), since the induced map (1 -f,) 
has free cokernel. On the other hand, cp( M,f) = -1 by an easy calculation. Therefore 
(R - @)(M, o,f; h) is a generator of Z/16. 
Now consider 2p. 2p can be realized by an embedding S4k”-, U (since M is 
l-connected) and has trivial normal bundle as q(2p) = 0. This allows surgery, using 
a tubular neighbourhood of 2p contained in U. Let M’:= (M\S4kt1 x D4k+‘) u 
D 4k+zXS4k and fr:=fIM\s4k+lXD4k+l u id. Since (M,f) and (M’,f’) are Spin 
bordant, (R -@)(M,f) = (R - cji)(M’,f’). Standard arguments show H4k(M’) = 
Z/2= H4k+l(M’). Thus M’ is a (4k - 1)-connected manifold with the desired 
properties. 
H4k+1(M’; Q) = 0 implies cp(M’,f’) =O, so R(M’,f’) is a generator of Z/16, and 
by Corollary 4.8, for any n, R(M’,f’“) = n. R(M’,f’), which proves the 
theorem. Cl 
Remark 6.2. For another example, let E8k+3 be the Milnor manifold generating 
bP,,+, . Then R(E) = 8(mod 16). Comparing this with Ssk+3 gives examples of 
homeomorphic, but not diffeomorphic manifolds which are distinguished by spectral 
invariants. Furthermore it shows that there exists a diffeomorphism f on Ssk+' such 
that R(S8k+2 ,f) = 8(mod 16). Up to isotopy, f is the diffeomorphism such that 
D 8k+3 yfD8k+3 =z_ 
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